1. THIS IS THE DETAILED PLAN REQUESTED IN YOUR 
   PART I - QUILL (BYEMAN) SECURITY POLICY: THE QUILL PROGRAM
   CONSISTS OF 3 TAT/AGENA LAUNCHES IN MAY, SEPT, AND NOV 1964.
   THESE LAUNCHES ARE ADMINISTRATIVELY PART OF 
   THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUILL ARE ANALOGOUS TO THE RELAT-
   IONSHIP BETWEEN EXCEPT THAT QUILL IS A RADAR
   PAYLOAD WHEREAS ONLY QUILL BRIEFED
   PERSONS ARE AWARE OF THE WORD "QUILL" OR OF THE FACT THAT THE
   PAYLOAD IS A RADAR. OTHER PERSONS ARE GIVEN THE COVER STORY
   IN KEEPING WITH THIS SECURITY FRAMEWORK ONLY THE RADAR PAY-
   LOAD IS "BLACK". MOST OF THE PROJECT IS "WHITE, HIGHLY CLASSIFIED" 
   THE WHITE FACTS INCLUDE TAT/AGENA D, SATELLITE, WIDE-BAND DATA
LINK, REPEAT TAT/AGENA D, SATELLITE, WIDE-BAND DATA LINK, AND RECOVERY REPEAT RECOVERY.

QUILL BRIEFED PERSONS DO NOT, IN GENERAL, REQUIRE ACCESS TO CORONA AND VICE VERSA. THE RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM IS DEFINED AS THE RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM WILL REMAIN UNDER CORONA SECURITY.

PART II - QUILL PROJECT SECURITY PROCEDURES: THE QUILL PROGRAM OPERATES PERSONS WHO MUST KNOW THAT THE PAYLOAD IS A RADAR ARE CLEARED AND BRIEFED IN ACCORDANCE WITH BYEMAN CRITERIA. CORRESPONDENCE CONTAINING ANY REFERENCE TO RADAR OR ANY SENSITIVE ASPECT OF THE QUILL PROGRAM (NAME OF RADAR CONTRACTOR, PAYLOAD DETAILS) IS HANDLED VIA BYEMAN CONTROLS WITHIN THE GOVERNMENT. PROCEDURES EQUIVALENT TO BYEMAN ARE USED FOR COMMUNICATION AND SECURITY CONTROL BY CONTRACTORS. QUILL SECURITY OFFICERS AT CONTRACTOR FACILITIES ARE CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES.

PART III - FUNDING PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: THE WHITE FUNDS FOR QUILL ARE PROGRAMMED BY THE AIR FORCE AS PART OF THESE FUNDS COVER EVERYTHING EXCEPT THE RADAR PAYLOAD AND THE RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM, WHICH ARE PAID FOR IN THE BLACK ALL WHITE PROCUREMENTS AND THE BLACK RADAR PROCUREMENT ARE MADE BY THE AIR FORCE. THE BLACK RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM PROCUREMENT IS MADE BY THE CIA WITH
PART IV - CONTRACTORS' RELATIONSHIPS:

A. For basic Quill program (not including recovery subsystem) the translation is as follows:

   LMSC repeat LMSC: (white contract with SAFSP); SE/TD, AGENA vehicle, special antenna, launch and tracking services.

   DEAC Repeat DAC: (white contract); TAT booster, launch services.

   Goodyear Aircraft Company Repeat Goodyear Aircraft Company: (black SAFSP contract); radar payload.

B. For the 3 required, complete recovery subsystems, the Corona contractual arrangement will be used without any change. Specifically, the following procurements will be made:

   (1) LMSC (Hiller) will provide hardware as follows:
   - aft capsule cover, modified water seal, blossom telemetry, ballast system, drain and sink plugs, and parachute.
   - LMSC (Hiller) will modify and install LMSC hardware and will accomplish test and checkout of components and completed assemblies.
   - delivery dates: 1 Nov 63, 15 Jan 64, and 15 Apr 64.

   (2) GE will provide three Mark VA space vehicles, GE part number 196R300G12, modified so that the cassette mounting rails will accommodate the identical 70mm cassette used in the Mark IV configuration. Delivery dates to LMSC: first system to
PART V - HARDWARE HANDLING AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURES: THE QUILL RADAR PAYLOAD WILL BE FABRICATED IN PHOENIX, SHIPPED TO SUNNYVALE FOR INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT IN THE AGENA, AND THEN SHIPPED IN THE AGENA TO VAFB FOR LAUNCH. WHENEVER THERE WILL BE EVIDENCE THAT THE PAYLOAD IS A RADAR, QUILL SECURITY WILL BE ENFORCED.

THE RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM WILL BE ASSEMBLED AND CHECKED OUT BY LMSC (HILLER) UNDER CORONA SECURITY. FUNCTIONAL TESTING WITH THE RADAR PAYLOAD WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED IN ________, LMSC, AN ______-CLEARED AREA. THEN THE PAYLOAD AND RECOVERY SUBSYSTEMS MOVE TO ________, LMSC, FOR SYSTEMS TESTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER TESTS. RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM THEN SHIPS TO VAFB FOR FINAL
PREPARATION IN "L" BLDG. RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM MATES WITH AGENA AND PAYLOAD IN [REDACTED] AT VAFB PRIOR TO LAUNCH. CIA IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM HANDLING AND SECURITY. IN THIS WAY INTERACTION BETWEEN CORONA AND QUILL WILL BE MINI-
IZED.

PART VI - LAUNCH AND RECOVERY RESPONSIBILITIES: THE LAUNCH WILL BE CONDUCTED AS [REDACTED] OPERATION. THE RECOVERY WILL BE FUNCTIONALLY REPEAT FUNCTIONALLY SIMILAR TO PRESENT 162 OPERATIONS, BUT WILL BE IDENTIFIED WITHIN THE RECOVERY FORCE AS [REDACTED] THE PRIMARY (FILM) RECORD WILL BE TRANSMITTED TO MILLER FOR DE-SPOOLING, TO SPPL FOR PROCESSING, AND THEN TO [REDACTED] FOR OPTICAL TRANSLATION TO FINAL FORMAT. AS IN THE CASE OF PRE-LAUNCH ACTIVITIES, CORONA SECURITY WILL DICTATE THE RECOVERY SECURITY CONTROLS.

2. CONSISTENT WITH THE ABOVE PLAN WE WILL COORDINATE THE PROCUREMENT AND SECURITY MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM ON A CONTINUING BASIS THROUGH LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES, MESSRS [REDACTED]

3. FOR COL MARTIN: WE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING TO BE MOST IMPORTANT ACTION ITEMS:

A. TRANSFER OF FUNDS TO CIA (REF PARA 1, PART IV, B).

B. AUTHORIZATION FOR LT COL MURPHY AND MESSRS [REDACTED] AND [REDACTED] TO PARTICIPATE ASSET FORTH ABOVE.

END OF MESSAGE